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Zipper
The Zipper has been one of the Midway’s most
recognizable attractions for years, providing thrills to
riders from teens to adults. There’s more spinning
going on with the Zipper than an out of control top.
While the ‘cages’ holding two passengers each rise and
descend on a tower boom, each spins independently
and the entire boom turns, too. Three times the
action, backed by spectacular lighting bringing them
back for more.
Cyclone
The Cyclone is a thrilling ride that is
enjoyed by kids, teens and families of all
types. The Cyclone has 8 uniquely
designed spherical passenger vessels each
with a capacity of 4 persons. Each vessel
includes a centrally located steering wheel
which enables the passengers spin the
cars themselves. The Cyclone lifts 7 ½ feet
into the air and tilts 20 degrees for a
terrific ride sensation.

Scrambler
Zig and zag your way to an amazing time on the
Scrambler. The Scrambler has 12 seats each seat
capable of holding 3 people. The main frame spins
as each arm of seats spins independently, creating a
feeling of funky flight. The Scrambler also features
Deluxe Lighting and programmed incandescent
“Ultra Lights.”

Slide
Kids of any age enjoy the thrill of this giant slide
as they sail down the undulating path. Passengers
climb a stairway, higher and higher to the top of
the slide and then laugh and squeal with delight as
they sail to the bottom.
Bumper Cars (the Scooter)
A midway classic! The Scooter seats two
passengers at a time into cars that are
occupant steered. Riders bump and cruise
along the slick steel floor while pursuing
each other for a friendly bump!

Thrasher Funhouse
This walkthrough funhouse is filled with thrills that
test the riders’ dexterity. Seesaw steps, air tricks and
a tumbler exit will keep patrons coming back for
more.

KIDDIE RIDES

Dragon Wagon from Michael Jacksons
Neverland Ranch
The Dragon Wagon is a kid size coaster. Riders travel
in an undulating circle around a raised track. The
coaster cars are themed like a dragon and each
section of its body hold two passengers.

Hot Rod
Get your little motor runnin’ on this highoctane kiddy ride. The Hot Rod an umbrella
ride with mini Hot Rod’s to ride in which travel
in a 360 degree rotation. This is a perfect ride
for first timers!

Goofyville
Goofyville is an interactive jungle gym for children
measuring 36”-48” inches. It includes a cargo net
to climb a tunnel to traverse, obstacle punching
bags and a ball pit.

Happy Swing
This porch style bench swing is a super-sized
version of the original. Perfect for first time riders,
this slow swing moves to and fro at just the right
pace. A favorite for kids measuring 36” to 54” tall.

Airport 8
The Airport 8 is a great ride for the whole family!
These jet fighters have a small steering wheel that
allows the children to maneuver the ride up and
down as if they are the ones flying the jet through
the air.

Dune Buggie
The Dune Buggie features miniature dune buggie
carts which slowly revolve under a large shaded
umbrella. This ride only accommodates children.

Jeeps
The jeeps hold 2 to 4 children and rotate in a slow
paced circle, just the right amount of thrills for first
time carnival riders. This ride only accommodates
children.

Galaxy Swing
This tyke sized swing is as gentle as a porch
swing. Designed with small kids in mind, five
swings are affixed to a central boom with an
umbrella and riders slowly coast in a lazy circle.

*All rides are subject to change due to unforeseen circumstances

